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 5 DAYS TO 

MYO 

A simple day by day 

plan to get you 

beyond clinical 

hygiene to myo 

mastermind. Page 2. 

 
   

 

5 WAYS TO 

OMT 

Multiple paths to gain 

myofunctional 

knowledge and skills 

set to impact your 

patients and 

community. Page 7. 

 

SO YOU WANNA BE A MYO THERAPIST… 

         

 

One of the most lateral career shifts 

a registered dental hygienist can 

make is through becoming a 

myofunctional therapist. Orofacial 

myofunctional therapy is a career 

path that enables the use of all the 

oral embryology, histology, head 

and neck anatomy, and nutrition 

education learned in college to be 

utilized while still treating patients. 

While eliminating the upper back, 

wrist, and neck contortion,  

discomfort, and pain that often 

accompanies clincial hygiene. 

The path to achieving a successful 

career in myofunctional therapy is 

often not clear and wrought with 

hurdles.  

This guide is your clearly defined plan 

to go from RDH to OMT, packed with 

information, resources, tips and tools 

to get you started efficiently and 

effectively.  

BONUSES 

Find a summary of our 

resources for each 

day of the process 

along with a special 

offer. 

Plus 4 benefits of 

becoming an OMT. 

Page 8. 

  



 

 

DAY 1: Master 

Clinical Signs 

Step 1 is to master all of 

the signs you see daily of 

airway centered disorders, 

but may not have noted 

or noticed.  

Your intraoral and extraoral 
exam is the perfect place to 
introduce your new skills.  

Your patients have clinical signs of airway centered and 

orofacial myfunctional disorders that you don’t have to 

be a therapist to notice. Similarly to your application of 

your clinical knowledge of oral pathology and radiology 

that you use to make suggestions to the doctor for 

treatment or referrals, you can also use your myo eye to 

see dysfunction for referral. 

       
While you are learning you 

do not have to notify your 

patients of your findings. 

Take the time to note you 

findings and discuss them 

with your doctor. What 

would they normally do to 

address this dysfunction? 

What referrals fo they think 

would be appropriate?  

Gaugeing their interest and knowledge is 

helpful in determining your steps going 

forward. Is there potential for myo in 

office, or would you have to go solo? 

Best resources to learn: 

• MYO 101 video on The Out of the 

OP and Into Airway Challenge 

group on Facebook 

• Reading Jaws by Dr. Sandra Kahn 

 



 

 

  

  

DAY 2: Get 

Connected 

Locally 

Step 2 is to explore your local 

interdisciplinary network. 

Understand the team 

members and how to find 

them.  

 

Your orofacial functional 
knowledge will make you an 
important part of the 
interdisciplinary team. 
 

Myofunctional therapy is amazing, wonderful, and in some 

cases magical, but it is rarely a solitary solution. You will 

require and depend on a network of professionals to assist 

you with achieving your patient’s goals. Establishing that 

network can be exciting and challenging, but it’s always 

essential.                    

So while you are in the process of learning, 

you are almost expediting your success by 

having a solid foundational network of 

providers who will be sending clients your 

way! 

Try searching the directories of the following 

organizations to find the dentists and 

doctors in your area that are airway friendly:  

• Foundation for Airway Health 

• American Academy of Physiological 

Medicine and Dentistry (AAPMD) 

• International Association of Tongue Tie 

Professionals (IATP) 

• LightScalpel 

• The Breathe Institute Ambassadors 

How airway friendly is your 

area? Start to look for like-

minded medical and dental 

professionals. This gives you a 

great idea as to who you may 

be able to network with for 

referrals. You can even start 

the process prior to taking any 

courses because it takes time 

to get a constant source of 

referrals.  



 

 

 

  

DAY 3: 

Establish Your 

Talk 

Step 3 is to refine how you 

will begin to have the 

“talk” with your patients 

about their needs.   

This knowledge will be as new to 
your patients as it is to you, 
however, don’t forget that 
you’re the expert.  

You know that moment when the doctor leaves the 

operatory after the examination and the patient looks at 

you and asks if they really need the recommended 

treatment? Well that’s still going to be your reality with 

myofunctional therapy. Your patients will be very new to this 

information and need your reassurance. 

What exactly brought you 

into an interest in myo? Think 

back into what motivated 

you to learn more. Many start 

with a personal connection, 

such as discovering their own 

dysfunction or that of a 

family member. How did that 

make you feel initially? Did 

you want to seek treatment 

immediately or did you do 

more research? 
Understanding what REALLY made you seek 

more information or help is going to be how 

you connect with your patients. Karese speaks 

about how it was not until a therapist told her 

that her 7 year old daughter could not 

breathe that got her motivated. She made a 

way to invest the time and money (both of 

which were short in supply) once she felt the 

level of discomfort that came with knowing 

her child needed her help.  

What made you make the shift and take 

action? How can you connect that into a short 

conversation to translate that discomfort to 

your patient? Compare this to the 

conversation of doing a filling instead of 

waiting for the pain (both financial and 

physical) of needing a root canal. 



 

 

 

  

DAY 4: Explore 

Career Options 

Step 4 gets you acquainted 

with the various career paths 

available in sleep and airway 

dentistry.   

 

Clinical myofunctional therapy is 
merely one of the options you can 
do to implement this new skill 
set. 

Sleep dentistry has been estimated to be a $380 million 

industry, and has been rapid growth since COVID-19. While 

airway is comprised of much more than just sleep, this is 

outstanding news for the field as a whole. Peaked interest 

and awareness means that there are new options 

If you have an interest in 

myo, airway, or sleep, but no 

desire to work with patients 

doing therapy programs 

there are lots of alternatives. 

Dental offices need 

treatment coordinators that 

are educated in airway, 

appliances, myo and sleep. 

You bridge the gap 

between and are often the 

selling point for treatment. 

The easier it is for them to fill 

their schedule the better. 
These roles are unlike your typical job search 

however, as many postings on print and online 

ads are not going to outright ask for a sleep 

coordinator, myofunctional therapy consultant, 

or integrative coach. Stack your resume and 

get your self sold on these skills to airway 

“friendly” offices in your area.  

Resume skills and boosters: 

• Self-starter 

• Knowledgable in various appliances and 

insurance 

• Sunny disposition 

• Experience selling high value treatment 

plans 

• Adaptable  



 

 

 

  

DAY 5: Gain 

Your Knowledge 

Step 5 is to get on course with 

your choosen career path 

and get the education you 

need for the clinical skills your 

patients deserve.  

 

There’s a course and an option for 
absolutely anyway you choose to 
take your career. 

The most confusing part of getting to this part is deciding 

where to put all of your energy. This excitement and 

prospect of a new career is easily deminished by the 

overwhelming abundance of courses to choose from. Here 

is where we have compiled an excellent resource of our 

favorites. 

No matter your choosen path 

there is a course to get you 

there. Long gone are the 

days of a basic introductory 

course that leaves you 

overwhelmed with 

information and without any 

strategic guidance to 

implement this into practice. 

You deserve to have an 

abundance of skills in not just 

exercises but also business 

and marketing in your first 

course. 
On the next page you will find 5 courses for 

5 different paths to becoming an OMT. 

Though there is an obvious bias for our 

Dental Sleep Toolbox courses and Airway 

Health Solutions, but after taking several 

courses we are certain that this list gives you 

not just the information about 

myofunctional therapy, but the how.  

Utilize the resource with a detailed 

breakdown of each course in your email 

and do not hesitate the contact us with any 

questions you have about each course. No 

matter the course you choose we want to 

see you succeed! 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

This is your chance to make 
the change you desire. 
 

 

  

MYOFUNCTIONAL THERAPY 

OFFERS: 

 

    

01 
An opportunity for you 

to get out of the 

operatory 

 

02 
Collaboration with a 

broad network of 

medical and dental 

professionals 

03 
Opportunites to work 

from home 

 

04 
Innovative solutions 

for parafunctional 

habits 
 

Bonuses: 

Day 1: Myofunctional therapy 

integration and importance CE 

article by Paula Fabbie RDH, 

COM™ 

Day 2-4: Airway teams 

breakdown PDF 

Day 5: Massive Myo flyer with 

all the options on our 5 Ways to 

OMT listed in detail 

Freebie: Check your email for 

a link to our 5 Things Every 

Dentist Should Know About 

Myo webinar 

OFFER: 

Special $250 off TeamMyo Skills mentorship through 5/10/21 

20% OFF TeamMyo course fee for IAAH members! 


